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A B S T R A C T

Investigation of the cavitation activity during ultrasonic treatment of magnesium particles during nanos-
tructuring has been performed. Cavitation activity is recorded in the continuous mode after switching the ul-
trasound on with the use of ICA-5DM cavitometer. It has been demonstrated that this characteristic of the
cavitation zone may be varied in a wide range of constant output parameters of the generator. The speed and
nature of the cavitation activity alteration depended on the concentration of Mg particles in the suspension and
the properties of the medium in which the sonochemical treatment has been performed. Three stages of the
cavitation area evolution can be distinguished: 1 – the initial increase in cavitation activity, 2 – reaching a
maximum with a subsequent decrease, and 3 – reaching the plateau (or the repeated cycles with feedback loops
of enlargement/reduction of the cavitation activity).
The ultrasonically treated magnesium particles have been characterized by scanning electron microscopy, X-

ray diffraction analysis and thermal analysis. Depending on the nature of the dispersed medium the particles can
be characterized by the presence of magnesium hydroxide (brucite) and magnesium hydride. It is possible to
reach the incorporation of magnesium hydride in the magnesium hydroxide/magnesium matrix by varying the
conditions of ultrasonic treatment (duration of treatment, amplitude, dispersed medium etc.). The influence of
the magnesium reactivity is also confirmed by the measurements of cavitation activity in organic dispersed
media (ethanol, ethylene glycol) and their aqueous mixtures.

1. Introduction

Nowadays the use of ultrasound provides the new possibilities in the
synthesis of novel nanomaterials, structuring the surface of the solids
for creating materials with the desired properties [1–4]. Ultrasonic
cavitation can be regarded as an effective mechanism of the local
concentration of relatively low energy of the acoustic field in the small
volumes, results in the formation of the areas with high energy density
[5,6]. In general, cavitation can be divided into non-inertial (stable)
and inertial (transient) cavitation [7]. Stable bubbles pulsate with re-
latively low amplitudes and can be considered as low-energy bubbles.
Strong sonochemical effects are normally caused by transient bubbles,
which collapse and produce extreme conditions with local areas of high
temperatures and pressures [6,7]. Those bubbles generate shock waves,
microjets and chemically active species, such as hydroxyl radicals.
Transient cavitation is a key factor in the processes of ultrasonic
cleaning [8,9] dispersion of solids, materials surfaces nanostructuring

[10–15]. Transient bubbles can be considered as the microcontainers
with free radicals and ions – appropriate species for synthesis of na-
nostructures and modification of solids [10].

Sonochemical activation of metals surfaces leads to the improve-
ment of the materials properties in comparison with non-treated initial
ones. Transient cavitation is related with the dynamics of the collapse
and in the case of the sonochemical treatment of metals and alloys can
be accompanied by different processes – e.g. formation of the oxide/
hydroxide surface layer in the oxidation media, reverse process of the
reduction of the components in the reducing media (for example, in the
presence of radical scavengers), recrystallization processes, amorphi-
zation or solidification etc. [16] Ultrasound can be served as a con-
venient tool for improvement of materials properties for various ap-
plications – electrocatalytic water splitting [13], improvement of
biocompatibility [15], porous matrices for encapsulation of bioactive
molecules, corrosion inhibitors [11,14] etc. For instance, ultrasonic
treatment of titanium in aqueous alkaline solutions leads to the
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formation of porous layer based on titanium dioxide, improving bio-
compatibility compared to the initial, non-treated material [12]. In
addition, application of the ultrasound can also facilitate hydrogen
production in the process of laser ablation of reactive metals (e.g. alu-
minium, magnesium and their alloys) [17].

Sonochemical treatment of magnesium in various solvents (water,
ethanol) with additives towards investigation of magnesium hydroxide
(brucite) formation was performed by Baidukova et al. [18]. Magne-
sium hydroxide, due to its specific properties, has found applications in
many fields. It is widely used in fire-resistant composite materials due
to its ability to decompose endothermally with the release of water at
high temperatures without the formation of toxic or corrosive sub-
stances, as well as an acid waste neutralizer in the paper industry and in
the field of environmental protection. In addition, nanosized MgO
products are usually formed as a result of thermal decomposition of Mg
(OH)2 precursors [19]. Thus, it was shown that the use of ultrasound is
a convenient way to obtain nanosized crystalline magnesium hydroxide
[18]. Also, the possibility of the formation of hybrid capsules with a
polypyrrole/magnesium interface formed during the polymerization of
a monomer (pyrrole) presented in the treated medium was shown by E.
V. Skorb et al. [20].

Recently, the possibility of the sonochemically treated Mg for the
reactive hard templating has been demonstrated [10]. In last decades,
the perspective of its use as hydrogen storage material has been shown
[21,22]. Sonochemical treatment provides possibility of the low-energy
hydrides formation, particularly, in the case of magnesium particles
treatment. Particularly, Baidukova et al. demonstrated the possibility to
form low-energy hydrides in a porous magnesium-magnesium hydro-
xide matrix by means of the sonochemical treatment of magnesium
particles in aqueous suspensions [10].

Since a significant amount of hydrogen in the form of bubbles is
released during the contact of magnesium with water, this phenomenon
can affect cavitation and its role in surface and structural modification.
Until now, no attention has been paid to this, although it is clear that
knowledge of the cavitation behavior is necessary to select the optimal
treatment regime.

In this regard, the aim of our research is to study the evolution of
cavitation activity during ultrasonic treatment of magnesium particles
in suspensions. In addition, characterization of the sonochemically
modified Mg particles has been performed.

2. Experimental

2.1. Experimental setup

In the work, micrometer-sized magnesium particles –325 mesh,
99.8%, Alfa Aesar), ethanol (absolute, Sigma Aldrich), ethylene glycol
(99%, Carl Roth), were used as received and organic:water solutions at
different volume ratios (in percent, %) – (20:80, 50:50 and 80:20) were
prepared. Ultrasound generator (UZG 55–22, 20 kHz, 100W) was pro-
duced in Belarusian State University of Informatics and
Radioelectronics. In our experiments, we used the fixed volume of the
suspensions, it comprised 100mL, for preparing the suspensions of the
particles with their concentrations 0.0005 g/mL, 0.001 g/mL, 0.003 g/
mL, 0.007 g/mL, 0.010 g/mL we used 0.05 g, 0.1 g, 0.3 g, 0.7 g, and
1.0 g of Mg powder, respectively. The experiment was performed in the
following manner – we added the amount of particles we needed
(0.05 g, 0.1 g, 0.3, 0.7 or 1.0 g) to prepare the suspension with the
appropriate concentration of particles (0.0005, 0.001, 0.003, 0.007,
and 0.010 g/mL, respectively), stirred the suspension for 10 s and after
that switched the ultrasound on.

Titanium sonotrode was used as a source of ultrasonic vibrations at
vibration amplitude of 14 µm as measured by vibrometer VM1-5
(Minsk, Belarus), input power – 65W. The sonotrode was made in the
form of a truncated cone with a disk on the immersed end. The diameter
of the disc was 12mm, the thickness comprised 2mm.

Cavitometer ICA-5D (BSUIR, Belarus) was used for transient cavi-
tation activity recording. The physical principle of operation of this
device is based on a spectral analysis of cavitation noise, i.e. acoustic
signal generated by the cavitation area [7,23]. The sensor of the device
is a cylindrical waveguide with a diameter of 3mm. A piezoelectric
plate is installed on one end of sensor. Through the waveguide, the
acoustic signal from cavitation zone is transmitted to the piezoplate,
where it is converted into an electric one. The output of the device is
formed as the integral of wideband component of the cavitation in the
frequency range from 10 kHz to 10MHz.

The cavitometer allows measuring (in arbitrary units) total activity
of cavitation and the contribution of collapsing bubbles, i.e. activity of
transient cavitation. The device is equipped with a software that allows
recording data of the cavitation activity and simultaneously display
them on a computer monitor in a real time. The measurement results
are saved in the form of graphs and tables as separate files auto-
matically based on the storage algorithm selected by the operator.
Range switching during data recording can be performed automatically
or manually. The duration of the experiment, i.e. the duration of re-
gistration can be chosen by the operator.

Recordings were performed for two different positions of the sensor
– under the sonotrode tip at a distance of 1 cm below the sonotrode and
near the sonotrode tip at a distance of 2 cm from its center. The sche-
matic and photo illustrations of the setup are presented in Fig. 1. In our
experiments, we checked the temperature of the electrolyte at the be-
ginning and at the end of the experiment. The initial temperature of
each electrolyte was 20°± 1°C. The sonication was conducted at con-
stant cooling of the electrolyte. At the end of the sonication, the tem-
perature of the suspensions contained ethanol or water increased up to
3°± 1°C and 4°± 1°C for ethanol and water content, respectively. The
electrolyte with ethylene glycol was heated after the sonication up to
8°± 1°C.

The suspensions were sonicated for 15min, and the particles were
filtered using convenient paper filter (pore size is 2–3 µm) under va-
cuum conditions. Then the particles were washed with water, filtered
again, and then dried at 100 °C until the constant mass of the sample.
After sonication of the particles in non-aqueous media, the particles
were separated from the electrolyte using the same paper filter, washed
with ethanol, and dried at the same conditions as described above.

First, experiments to study the cavitation activity in magnesium
contained suspensions were performed in distilled water. An appro-
priate amount of magnesium powder (0.05 g, 0.1 g, 0.3 g, 0.7 g or 1.0 g)
was added in water and afterwards, the cavitation activity was im-
mediately recorded. The duration of 15min for the ultrasonic treatment
was chosen as the optimal time for the cavitation analysis. The longer
duration of treatment led to a non-reproducibility of measurements
taking into account the maximum term of ultrasound (US) generator
exploitation in the continuous mode and heating of the suspension. The
shorter treatment of magnesium contained suspension did not provide
the formation of hydride phase. All measurements were performed 3
times for controlling the reproducibility of the measurements. The
presented data are the average curves of three independent experiments
(Fig. S1).

2.2. Particles characterization

2.2.1. Scanning electron microscopy
The morphology of obtained particles was evaluated using a Tescan

Vega 3 scanning electron microscope (Czech Republic) in the secondary
electron detection mode with an operating voltage of 5 kV. Before the
operating procedure the samples were sputtered with carbon in order to
provide a better conductivity of the sample.

2.2.2. X-ray diffraction analysis
The phase composition was determined using Empyrean powder

diffractometer (PANalytical, Netherlands) with CuKα radiation
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(λ=0.15418 nm) at a scanning speed of 0.3°/min with a measurement
range of 10–85°. For the determination of the instrumental broadening
in the analysis of crystallite size, LaB6 single crystal was used as a
standard. The crystallite size was calculated using Scherrer Eq. (1):

=D K cos/ (1)

where D is the crystallite size (nm), K – shape factor, λ – wavelength of
the radiation (nm), β – full width at half maximum of the peak with
considering the instrumental broadening (β= βsample – βLaB6), θ – Bragg
angle

2.2.3. Thermal analysis
Thermal analysis of the samples including thermal gravimetry (TG),

differential thermogravimetry (DTG) and differential scanning calori-
metry (DSC) was performed using a Netzsch STA 449 F3 thermal

analyzer in a temperature range from 30 to 500 °C in air with heating
speed of 10°min−1

3. Results and discussion

Studying of the evolution of the cavitation bubble in magnesium
suspensions is of interest, since this system provides the saturation of
the electrolyte with hydrogen gas during the sonochemical treatment. It
is a known reaction between the reactive metal (magnesium) and water
[24]. This reaction is also used for hydrogen production from magne-
sium alloys [25]. Magnesium is an alkaline earth metal that is placed in
the reactivity series after such metals as potassium, sodium and calcium
(the most reactive metals that react with water very vigorously repla-
cing hydrogen) as shown in Eq. (2).

Fig. 1. Photo of the sonochemical setup (a). Schematic illustration of the setup indicating the different position of the hydrophone relative to the sonotrode: (b) under
the sonotrode, (c) on the same level with the sonotrode tip. The illustrations (d, e) demonstrate the simplified schemes of the images (b, c) for Mg suspensions and
liquids without particles and will be included next in the discussion. The question is: can generated hydrogen bubbles during ultrasonic treatment of magnesium
particles participate in the evolution of stable or transient cavitation bubbles? (f).
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Mg+2H2O=Mg(OH)2+H2↑ (2)

After immersing magnesium particles in water, the reaction of the
production of magnesium hydroxide and release of hydrogen starts
immediately. In turn, it is known [26–28] that the effectiveness of ca-
vitation depends on the presence of dissolved gases and trace elements
in the electrolyte, which determine the formation of cavitation bubble
nuclei. However, we assume the cavitation activity depends on mag-
nesium particles in a complex manner. At first, the more concentration
of the magnesium particles is, the more hydrogen will be released. But
this reaction leads to the formation of nanoscale brucite that serves as a
matrix for chemically-binded released hydrogen reducing its amount in
the electrolyte. In this regard, we varied the concentration of the
magnesium particles in the electrolyte to study the evolution of the
cavitation activity. Another parameter was the content of the organic
solvents in the electrolyte because of its different ability to dissolve
gases [29–31]. All measurements were performed 3 times for control-
ling the reproducibility of the measurements. The presented data are
the average curves of 3 independent experiments. Example of typical
reproducibility is shown in Fig. S1: spectra repeated each time.

3.1. Cavitation activity of aqueous suspensions with Mg particles

The records for different conditions are shown in Figs. 2, 3 and
7–12. From these figures it is seen, the activity of transient cavitation
(Atr) is not constant during processing and varies over a wide range.

Fig. 2 shows the results of experiments, which were performed with
aqueous suspensions at different content of magnesium microparticles
(C= 0.003 g/mL, 0.007 g/mL, 0.010 g/mL). As follows from the data
presented, the Atr value is maintained at a lower level for suspensions
with higher particles concentrations during the entire period of re-
cording.

Three stages of the evolution of the cavitation zone are dis-
tinguished here (Fig. 2a): 1 – the initial increase of cavitation activity, 2
– reaching a maximum with a subsequent decrease, and 3 – reaching

the plateau (or the repeated cycles with feedback loops of enlargement/
reduction of the cavitation activity).

The maximum cavitation intensity in the case of suspension with the
particles content 0.003 g/mL comprised ca. 19mV, for 0.007 g/mL –
11mV and for 0.01 g/mL – 8.5mV. Such a reduction in the values of the
cavitation intensity can be related to the active production of cavitation
bubbles and their transformation into the big ones (as a result of the
rectified diffusion). In addition, with the increase of the Mg particle
content in the suspension the maximum point appeared earlier.

To explain the low level of cavitation activity at the beginning of the
experiment, we pay attention to the following. When magnesium par-
ticles were introduced into water, intense hydrogen evolution started
releasing in the form of gas bubbles on the surface of particles. That is,
the number of cavitation nuclei sharply increased in a liquid. Particles
by itself may also serve as nuclei. Therefore, when ultrasound was
turned on, the cavitation region may be in a state of oversaturation with
bubbles. This state was previously discussed in [32–34].

The decrease in cavitation activity in the state of oversaturation is
essential due to the screening action of the cavitation field and bub-
ble–bubble impact. An increase in the intensity of bubble interactions
and a simultaneous increase in bubble concentration can amplify the
probability of bubble spherical form deformation at the early stage of
collapse. As a result, interactions may be one of the factors which
promote decreasing the cavitation activity in such conditions. Using a
high-speed camera, we have observed a lot of small bubbles (Fig. S2).
We suggest, the bubble formation could be explained by the decrease of
the tensile stresses [35] and by the interaction with the propagating
shock waves from the collapsing bubbles [36]. In addition, the tensile
strength of the liquid is greatly weakened with increasing the volume
concentration of big bubbles. As a result, no significant tensile stresses
sufficient for the activation of bubbles with small sizes (of the order or
less than the resonant size) can be achieved in it. We could observe the
bubbles of different radii (from 5 µm to 160 µm, Supplementary
Materials, Figs. S2, S3). In accordance with literature data [37], the
resonant size of the bubble at the intensities of the order of cavitation

Fig. 2. Transient cavitation alteration for
Mg aqueous suspensions with different par-
ticle content (a), distilled water (b). Curve
presented on the plot (c) was measured in
the pulsed regime of the sonication. The
measurements were performed on the one
level with the sonotrode tip (presented
schematically on the top of the illustration).
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threshold theoretical and experimental results showed that the ambient
radius of the cavitation bubbles comprised 10–20 µm, the maximal size,
to which it could extend before the collapse occurred, was estimated to
be less than 90 µm. Thus, the bubbles of bigger sizes (Supplementary
Materials, Fig. S2) with R > 40 µm could be attributed to the resonant
bubbles. And finally, the third factor is the high gas content inside
bubbles, which greatly dampens pulsations and collapse. Using a high-
speed camera, we have observed bubble dynamics (Figs. S3 and S4,
videos S1–S4). Gaseous hydrogen has the highest diffusivity in com-
parison with other gases [38] and actively participated in the process of
gas saturation inside the bubble.

With increasing concentration of magnesium particles in suspen-
sion, the concentration of hydrogen bubbles increased as well. As a
result, the cavitation activity is lower in suspensions with higher par-
ticle concentrations (Fig. 2a).

When ultrasound is turned on (first stage), stable bubbles could
coalescence into big ones and they may float up or be removed from
cavitation zone by acoustic streaming, i.e. the process of degassing was
switched on. This is indirectly confirmed by the fact that when ultra-
sound was turned on, a large number of pop-up bubbles were observed
on the surface of the suspension. As a result, the surface resembled the

foam of an oxygen cocktail. This fact was a justification of over-
saturation of cavitation zone. Unfortunately, the suspension was non-
transparent and therefore the process of bubble formation and degas-
sing could not be detected by optical methods.

Gradually, the cavitation zone became less saturated by bubbles. As
a result, the conditions for initiating transient cavitation were im-
proved. Therefore, cavitation activity increased at the first stage of
sonication.

The decrease of the cavitation activity at the second stage was
possibly associated with increased hydrogen release as a result of
sound-chemical treatment of the particle surface. On the third stage the
alterations of the cavitation activity in the case of 0.003 g/mL Mg
aqueous suspensions were not significant as in suspensions with bigger
concentration of particles. Reaching the plateau value may be explained
by the stabilization of gas formation near the surface of magnesium
particles. However, in these cases the stage of decrease of the cavitation
intensity was followed by the repeat increase in cavitation intensity. In
the case of ultrasonication of distilled water, (Fig. 2b) cavitation ac-
tivity gradually increased in time.

For additional confirmation of a specific alteration of cavitation
activity in Mg aqueous suspensions, the ultrasonic treatment of the

Fig. 3. Cavitation curves of Mg suspension in ethanol (a) and ethylene glycol (b), concentration 0.003 g/mL. The insets correspond to the cavitation activity
measurements in pure liquids without particles.

Fig. 4. SEM images of the Mg particles of
0.003 g/mL (a) and 0.010 g/mL (b) sono-
chemically treated aqueous suspensions.
Microphotograph (c) denotes to the surface
of the initial particle and inset corresponds
to the particle treated in water in the ab-
sence of ultrasound (0.003 g/mL suspen-
sion). d) SEM images of Mg particles after
sonochemical treatment of 0.003 g/mL sus-
pensions in ethanol (d) and ethylene glycol
(e). In all cases the duration of treatment
comprised 15min.
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suspension is performed using pulsed regime. This regime allows con-
trolling the dynamics of cavitation activity [33,39]. First of all, we
noted that in a pulsed field the level of cavitation activity achieved was
significantly lower than in a continuous one. This may be due to the fact
that the coalescence of bubbles slowed down, the rate of their asso-
ciation into large bubbles, that could float up or be carried to the sur-
face of the liquid by acoustic currents from the cavitation zone, de-
creased. As a result, in a pulsed field the degassing rate decreased, the
volume concentration of the bubbles remained higher for longer period.
This, as noted above, had a negative effect on the transient cavitation
activity.

Still the tendency of observing the maximum of cavitation intensity
at the initial stages remained (Fig. 2c). Possibly, regardless the used
mode of applied ultrasonic field the released hydrogen gas participated
in the evolution of cavitation bubbles activity. The maximum activity of
cavitation was not so pronounced as in the case of continuous field.

We carried out experiments with metal particles with lower che-
mical activity. Earlier, the influence of chemical activity of the ultra-
sonically treated material on its surface morphology was investigated
[14]. In our study, we would like to discover whether it would be
possible to observe the same effects in suspensions of less chemically
active metals with the same concentration of metal particles. The
higher level of cavitation activity was observed than in suspensions
with magnesium particles in the moment of switching the ultrasound
on. In the case of aluminium – the metal that follows magnesium in the

reactivity series – the effect of the pronounced maximum at the first
minutes of ultrasonic treatment (as observed in the case of magnesium)
was not detected (results are shown in Supplementary materials) as in
comparison with magnesium particles. During ultrasonic treatment of
titanium as one of the most chemically resistant metals the cavitation
activity was very close to the pure water (Fig. S5). During ultrasonic
treatment of pure water without particles such maximum of the cavi-
tation activity specific for Mg aqueous suspensions was not observed.
Instead of this, a gradual growth of the cavitation activity with reaching
a plateau value was detected. Thus, it can be concluded that chemical
reactivity of the treated particles as the possibility to interact with
water releasing hydrogen strongly influences the cavitation activity
during sonochemical modification.

3.2. Cavitation activity in organic dispersion medium

In ethanol, in the moment of switching the ultrasound on, the small
bubbles were observed due to the better solubility of gases in organic
solvents in comparison with pure water [40]. The soluble gases fa-
cilitated the formation of cavitation nuclei and the density of bubbles in
the cavitation zone. Because of the degassing during the ultrasonic
treatment of the liquid, cavitation activity varied.

In the case of ultrasonic treatment of suspension of Mg particles
(Fig. 3 a) in ethanol, we observed the cavitation activity variation si-
milar to that in pure liquid (inset, Fig. 3a). However, a difference

Fig. 5. XRD patterns of the Mg particles treated in water (a) in the presence/absence of ultrasonic impact, b) in ethanol or ethylene glycol, respectively. The symbol
“o” corresponds to the brucite phase, the arrows are attributed to the magnification of the regions of the magnesium hydride reflexes which were detected in the
samples after sonication. The duration of treatment comprised 15min. Thermal analysis of the sample ultrasonically treated in Mg aqueous suspension during 15min
(c – TG curve, d – DTG curve, e – DSC curve, the arrow shows the direction of the exothermic processes). The symbol X corresponds to the designation of the main
peaks of Mg(OH)2 and MgH2 decomposition.
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between these two recordings can still be observed. During the first
6min of ultrasonic treatment of the suspension, the maximum of the
curve was more pronounced compared to pure liquid. In the case of
treatment of glycolic suspension of the particles (Fig. 3b), the first 9min
of the sonication were characterized by gradual decrease of the cavi-
tation activity whereas for pure liquid (inset, Fig. 3b) only the splashes
of the recorded signal were initially observed. The photos demon-
strating the shape oscillations of cavitation bubbles in different elec-
trolytes are shown in Figs. S3 and S4. It should be mentioned that
different solvents affect the size and the shape of the bubbles. For ex-
ample, in water the radius of bubbles driven at a frequency of 20 kHz
was ranging from 10 µm to 160 µm. Besides, there were different shape
oscillations in water whereas in ethanol the shape of the bubbles did not
differ significantly during the time (Supplementary materials, Fig. S2).
The size of the bubbles in ethanol–water solutions was much smaller
(Rmax < 100 µm). This effect may be due to different solubility of gases
in solvents [41] and different surface tension in different solvents [42].
The liquid inertia is also known to be a dominant factor affecting the
bubble growth [43]. Besides, the nature of the electrolyte also affects
the bubble size because the formulae describing bubble behavior in-
clude liquid density [44].

We relate the different behavior of cavitation activity in different
liquids with the solubility of gases in different liquids. For instance, the
solubility of oxygen at 25 °C in pure ethanol is ca. 10 times higher than

in pure water [45]. Ethanol has lower surface tension, higher vapor
pressure. Initial higher content of the dissolved gases may take part in
the deceleration of the processes with Mg particles that occur in water.
However, our experiment was limited to 15min and we explained the
reason for this limitation – avoiding overheating of the sonicated sus-
pensions and obtaining reproducible curves of cavitation activity.

Ethylene glycol is a viscous liquid where the cavitation threshold is
higher, cavitation activity without particles is low. Also, floating of the
bubbles in ethylene glycol is inhibited and the bubbles remain under
the sonotrode for a longer time.

The reason for the prolonged activity of the cavitation bubbles can
also be explained by the influence of the released hydrogen resulting
from the interaction between magnesium and trace amounts of water in
the organic solvents. The system was saturated with hydrogen gas
during the treatment.

3.3. Characterization of the sonochemically treated Mg particles

It is also worth mentioning the physicochemical transformations of
the metal occurred during the ultrasonic treatment of magnesium mi-
croparticles. The chosen parameters of the ultrasonic treatment lead to
the formation of magnesium hydride phase in aqueous medium. The
less amount of sonication (less than 15min) or the lower amplitude
(less than 75%) did not result in the chemical binding of the released

Fig. 6. Transient cavitation analysis for Mg suspensions in ethanol–water mixtures measured by hydrophone located on the same level with the sonotrode: a) pure
ethanol, b) 20 vol% ethanol – 80 vol% water, c) 50 vol% ethanol – 50 vol% water, d) 80 vol. %ethanol – 20 vol% water. Scheme e) illustrates the movement of the big
cavitation bubbles to the liquid/air interface. Insets correspond to the measurements in the liquids without particles. The concentration of Mg particles comprised
0.003 g/mL in all experiments.
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hydrogen and the formation of magnesium hydride phase. The greater
time of sonication did not provide good reproducible results for regis-
tration and analysis of the cavitation activity.

Analysis of the particle surface morphology before and after ultra-
sonic treatment showed that the surface is either partially (Fig. 4a) or
completely (Fig. 4b) covered with a layer of magnesium hydroxide
represented by dense or loose aggregates. Such difference in the surface
morphology of the treated Mg particles can be explained with our ca-
vitation measurements. In the cases of suspension with smaller con-
centration of particles (0.003 g/mL) the cavitation activity was higher,
microjets and shock waves took part in an intensive process of the re-
moval of the formed hydroxide aggregates.

We correlate the analysis of US-modified Mg particles morphology
with the cavitation activity curves. In accordance with Fig. 2a, the ca-
vitation activity for 0.003 g/mL suspension was higher than for sus-
pensions with higher concentration of particles. This allows us con-
sidering that microjets and shock waves acted more intensively on the
surface of the treated particles and the aggregates were removed. For
the suspension with the particles concentration 0.010 g/mL the cavi-
tation was lower and the morphology of the particles differed. The
cavitation activity was lower and the action of microjets and shock
waves was not significant.

At the same time in the cases of Mg particles obtained by the ul-
trasonic treatment of aqueous suspension with higher amount of the
particles (0.010 g/mL) cavitation activity was smaller and the “abra-
sive” effect of microjets and shock waves was not so significant. The
surface of the particles, free from such aggregates, was additionally
covered with a layer of hydroxide due to the easy oxidation of reactive
magnesium in air. In the case of magnesium particles treated in water in
the absence of ultrasound (Fig. 4c, inset) the surface was evenly covered
with a thin layer of native magnesium hydroxide, which was formed
due to the “natural” oxidation of particles in water.

Describing the influence of non-aqueous media on the physico-
chemical properties of the modified Mg particles it was observed that
US modification led to the formation of smooth surface layer (treated in
ethanol, Fig. 4d) or aggregated (treated in ethylene glycol, Fig. 4e)
layer.

The difference of the erosion patterns could be related with the
difference of cavitation activity. It is interesting, that despite the speed
of the sound is much higher in ethylene glycol (approx. 1616m·s−1

[46]) compared to water (approx. 1500m·s−1 [46]) and ethanol (ap-
prox. 1180m·s−1 [47,48]) the cavitation activity in the ethanol sus-
pension of Mg particles was higher than in the case of ethylene glycol
suspension (Fig. 3). That’s why we can assume that the impact of shock
waves and microjets in ethanol suspension was higher and the surface
of the ultrasonically treated particles was presented with a smooth
layer. In the case of glycol suspensions, the erosion pattern of the
particle was presented with the aggregates, the cavitation activity was
lower than in the case of ethanol and the driving force to remove the
aggregates was not so active.

It should be mentioned that even in the cases of using organic dis-
persed media, in our experiments (ethanol and ethylene glycol), little
water content (several percent) presented in the sonicated system and
interacted with magnesium particles. However, it is known that ethanol
and ethylene glycol can act as scavengers of the hydroxyl radicals [49]
formed during ultrasonic treatment in aqueous conditions. Thus, the
use of organic medium prevented the oxidation of the magnesium
surface and the formation of platelet-like structure of Mg(OH)2 that was
formed during US treatment in water. The presence of the magnesium
hydroxide and hydride was confirmed by XRD analysis (Fig. 5). In the
case of the samples treated in water without ultrasound (chemical
oxidation) magnesium hydroxide was formed in trace amounts. MgH2
phase was not detected compared to US-treated samples. According to
the diffraction patterns of the samples treated in water, the reflexes in

Fig. 7. Cavitation activity measurements for Mg suspensions in ethanol–water mixture (20 vol%-80 vol%) with different particle concentration. Curve a) corresponds
to pure liquid, b) 0.0005 g/mL suspension, c) 0.001 g/mL suspension, d) 0.003 g/mL suspension.
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the region of 2θ: 18.2°, 32.8°, 37.7°, 50.8°, 58.7°, 62.1°, 72.3° corre-
sponded to the brucite phase (ICDD № 44-1482), and peaks at 27.8°,
35.8°, 54.5° were attributed to the hydride (ICDD № 12-0697). The
peaks of 39.8°, 49.4°, 50.9°, 72.2° were attributed to the high-tem-
perature β-MgH2 phase (ICDD№ 35–1185), however the peaks at 49.4°,
50.9°, 72.2° were not clearly distinguished among the main reflexes of
magnesium and magnesium hydroxide. This fact can confirm the pos-
sibility of ultrasonic treatment method to form high-temperature phases
resulting from the high temperatures and pressures zones near the
bubble collapse. It is assumed that hydride structure can be stabilized
inside the magnesium-brucite basis and remain its stability regardless

the chemical property of MgH2 to be rapidly decomposed in the pre-
sence of water.

The average crystallite size of Mg(OH)2 calculated by Scherrer
equation was estimated to be 9, 15 and 12 nm for Mg suspensions
0.003 g/mL, 0.007 g/mL and 0.010 g/mL, respectively (Table S1).
These calculations confirm the formation of nanoscale magnesium hy-
droxide prepared by ultrasound-assisted method. For particles treated
in ethanol and ethylene glycol (Fig. 5b), XRD analysis confirmed that
Mg(OH)2 phase was presented only in trace amounts. In addition, the
presence of high-temperature β-MgH2 phase was also observed.

The presence of MgH2 and Mg(OH)2 in the sonicated samples was

Fig. 8. Transient cavitation analysis for Mg suspensions in ethylene glycol–water mixtures measured by hydrophone located on the same level with the sonotrode: a)
pure ethanol, b) 20 vol% ethylene glycol – 80 vol% water, c) 50 vol% ethylene glycol – 50 vol% water, d) 80 vol% ethylene glycol – 20 vol% water. Insets correspond
to the measurements in the liquids without particles. The concentration of Mg particles comprised 0.003 g/mL in all experiments.

Fig. 9. Transient cavitation curves measured for water (a) and Mg aqueous suspensions (b) by hydrophone located under the sonotrode.
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also detected by thermal analysis (Fig. 5 c). By means of thermo-
gravimetry (TG) it was estimated that during heating up to 500 °C the
mass loss comprised ∼12% (Fig. 5d). Heating the sample up to
100–150 °C was accompanied by the desorption of the physically ad-
sorbed water. Differential thermogravimetry (DTG) indicated two se-
parated peaks in the regions 371 °C and 399 °C (Fig. 5d) which could be
attributed to the decomposition of Mg(OH)2 and MgH2, respectively
(the Eqs. (3) and (4) are given below).

Mg(OH)2→MgO+H2O (3)

MgH2→Mg+H2 (4)

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) indicated an endothermal
peak starting at 344 °C and finished at 400 °C (Fig. 5e) that can be at-
tributed for the simultaneous decomposition of the hydroxide and hy-
dride phases in this temperature region. Also, the second broad small
endothermal peak centered at 440 °C can be the confirmation of the
second stage of hydrogen desorption from the magnesium hydride that
is formed during ultrasonic treatment in aqueous conditions [10].

3.4. Cavitation activity in organic-aqueous suspensions of Mg particles and
different hydrophone positions

To investigate the cavitation activity of magnesium suspensions
more thoroughly, we carried out experiments with different positions of
the hydrophone and in organic-aqueous suspensions with different
water content.

The most important stages in the cycle of the transient cavitation
bubble include 1) nucleation followed by the rapid growth of the
bubble and 2) the collapse followed by significant concentration of
energy. For each of these steps the radius of the bubble must exceed

some critical value [50]. The dynamics of the bubble is affected by the
action of acoustic pressure, hydrostatic pressure, pressure of the gas–-
vapor mixture inside the cavitation bubble, surface tension that cause
the complicated dependence of bubble radius with time [51]. The dy-
namics of the cavitation bubble is described with the following Eq. (5):

+ + + + +
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R d R
dt
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where R is the current radius of the bubble, P∞ – hydrostatic pressure of
the liquid, Pvap – vapor pressure, Pg – pressure of the gas inside the
cavitation bubble, ρ – density of the liquid, σ – surface tension, η –
viscosity of the liquid, R0 – initial radius of the bubble [32].

The main parameters of the liquids used in our experiments – water,
ethanol and ethylene glycol – are given in Table S2. In the case of using
liquid ethanol–water mixtures, the bubble nuclei can appear due to the
dissolved gases or microcontaminants, whereas in the case of Mg sus-
pensions, the magnesium particles and released hydrogen served as a
platform for cavitation bubble nucleation. The solubility of gases in
water and ethanol or ethylene glycol is an important parameter that
influences the formation of bubbles. Dissolved gases (taking into ac-
count mainly carbon dioxide, oxygen and nitrogen) influenced the rate
of bubble nucleation, the nucleation rate increased with the amount of
the gas [26]. The possible explanation of this phenomenon is the re-
duction of the surface tension. A lowered surface tension participated in
the decrease of the tensile strength for bubble growth [52].

When adding water to ethanol, in the final solution the solubility of
gases was lower than in the case of pure ethanol [40]. The solubility of
gases in the prepared solution decreased and gas released in the form of

Fig. 10. Transient cavitation analysis for Mg suspensions in ethanol–water mixtures measured by hydrophone located under the sonotrode: a) pure ethanol, b) 20 vol
% ethanol – 80 vol% water, c) 50 vol% ethanol – 50 vol% water, d) 80 vol% ethanol – 20 vol% water. Insets correspond to the measurements in the liquids without
particles. The concentration of Mg particles comprised 0.003 g/mL in all experiments.
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Fig. 11. Transient cavitation analysis for Mg suspensions in ethylene glycol–water mixtures measured by hydrophone located under the sonotrode: a) pure ethanol,
b) 20 vol% ethylene glycol – 80 vol% water, c) 50 vol% ethylene glycol – 50 vol% water, d) 80 vol% ethylene glycol – 20 vol% water. Insets correspond to the
measurements in the liquids without particles. The concentration of Mg particles comprised 0.003 g/mL in all experiments.

Fig. 12. Schematic illustration of the cavitation bubble evolution in the presence of Mg particles and the physicochemical transformations of the material and
dispersed medium that takes place during ultrasonic treatment.
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bubbles. Ultrasonic treatment facilitated this process, bubbles released
rapidly and changed the transparency of the liquid.

In ethanol at the initial stage of ultrasonic treatment, the liquid
became muddy due to the release of a great number of bubbles with the
sizes less than 100 µm (R < 100 µm). As alcohol molecules prevent the
mechanism of bubble growth by coalescence [53], the most probable
formation of the big size-bubble or bubble clusters was rectified diffu-
sion. Such structures prevented the formation of actively cavitating
small bubbles and supersaturation of the cavitation zone with the de-
scribed bubbles took place.

Interestingly, in the cases of ethanol–water mixtures with different
ethanol content different cavitation activity was observed (Fig. 6). In
the cases of predominant content of ethanol (pure ethanol and 80 vol%)
cavitation activity was observed from the very beginning of ultrasonic
treatment. In addition, the cavitation curves of the suspensions (Fig. 6
a, d) and the solutions (insets Fig. 6 a, d) were practically identical.
However, in the cases of smaller content of ethanol (20 vol% and 50 vol
%) a significant difference between the suspensions (Fig. 6 b, c) and
ethanol-aqueous solutions (insets Fig. 6 b, c) was observed. For liquids
without particles, the cavitation activity started to be detected after
1–2min after switching the ultrasound on. For the suspensions with the
abovementioned water-alcohol ratios the cavitation activity was either
detected in the form of splashes during the period of sonochemical
treatment (Fig. 6 c) or not detected at all (Fig. 6 b).

The physicochemical aspects of ethanol–water solutions with dif-
ferent water content should be mentioned. In the case of two initial
liquids (separately, water and separately, ethanol) the hydrogen bonds
between the molecules of one type (H2O…H2O or C2H5OH…C2H5OH)
take place. When mixing ethanol and water with each other, the hy-
drogen bonds are destructed and the distances between initially bonded
molecules H2O…H2O in water and C2H5OH…C2H5OH in ethanol, re-
spectively, increase. This results in the enlargement of vapor pressure of
the finite alcohol-water solution in comparison with pure solvents [54].
The formation of new hydrogen bonds between ethanol and water takes
place. Thus, the mixtures of ethanol–water solutions are characterized
by association/dissociation of hydrogen bonds between alcohol and
water molecules influencing the main physicochemical parameters of
the final solution. In addition, the structure of the “polymers” formed in
ethanol-aqueous solutions can differ depending on the content of
ethanol [55].

According to the literature data [56], starting from 8mol.% of
ethanol in aqueous solution (which is close to the value of 7.2 mol.%
recalculated for 20 vol% (C2H5OH)−80 vol% (H2O) solution) strong
self-association of H2O molecules was reduced and predominant for-
mation of ethanol–water molecular bonds occurred. At higher con-
centrations of ethanol (> 20mol.% that correspond to the cases of
50 vol% (C2H5OH)-50 vol% (H2O) and 80 vol% (C2H5OH)-20 vol%
(H2O)) the H2O…H2O bonds were broken and the formation of clus-
tered structure with a stacked ethanol core and a thin shell of water
occurred. Grieser et al. [53] revealed that for some sonochemical pro-
cesses the amount of alcohol molecules adsorbed at the bubble-water
interface influenced more significantly than the concentration of al-
cohol in bulk solution. Another study of the multibubble sonolumi-
nescence in ethanol–water solutions [56] demonstrated that alcohols
could act as luminescence quenchers and be responsible for the for-
mation of bubble clusters.

Thus, we can conclude that the effect of the constant signal
quenching was clearly observed in the case of 20 vol% (C2H5OH)
−80 vol% (H2O) Mg suspension and thus cannot be related with the
increase of the ethanol concentration in bulk solution. In the cases of
Mg suspensions with lower content of particles, the cavitation activity
in the suspension gradually became similar to pure solvents. Thus, in
the Mg suspensions under consideration (Fig. 6 b, c), the hydrogen gas
could influence the process of bubble growth to some extent, taking into
account the presence of alcohol which molecules limit the growth of the
bubbles by coalescence mechanism [53]. In this case, the structures of

the bubbles can be presented either in the form of bubble clusters or in
the form of the bubbles of big sizes grown by the mechanism of rectified
diffusion. These structures floated to the liquid/air interface outside
from the center of the sonotrode and screened the signal detection (the
schematic representation is given in Fig. 6 e). Presumably, in the case of
suspensions with higher content of ethanol (Fig. 6a, d) the influence of
the released hydrogen (in less amount) was not sufficient as in the case
of the suspensions with greater amount of water (Fig. 6b, c).

At the initial stages, the bubbles were formed very intensively,
forming the big bubbles that moved from the central part under the
sonotrode to the periphery. Gradually, the cavitation appeared and
afterwards reached its equilibrium value with negligible fluctuations of
the cavitation intensity. During the ultrasonic treatment of Mg particles
in ethanol–water mixtures the formation of Mg(OH)2 took place as the
process of metal oxidation in the presence of water.

Previously, Tzanakis et al. [57] reported about the development of
cavitation zone in various liquids. Particularly, the authors found out
that in the case of water the conical cavitation bubble structures were
formed whereas in ethanol they detected that bubbles have a tendency
to be dispersed outside the cavitation zone and reach the free surface. In
our cases we could detect the cavitation activity in the position under
sonotrode both for liquids and for suspensions. Our results correlate
with data [57], in case of water we detected the higher cavitation ac-
tivity for the position under sonotrode and in ethanol the signal of
cavitation detection was higher on the one level with sonotrode. The
difference in cavitation activity between the liquids and the suspension
can be explained by the influence of the released hydrogen bubbles
described earlier. Big bubbles or clusters of the bubbles move from the
zone directly under the sonotrode to the periphery zones (Fig. 6, e).

As described above transient cavitation activity for Mg suspension
of the appropriate composition (20 vol% ethanol − 80 vol% water) we
could not detect any signal of the hydrophone and this effect was re-
producible. To check the influence of magnesium particles we studied
the cavitation activity in ethanol–water mixture with different Mg
particles content. Fig. 7, a showed that in the control experiment in
pure liquid we detected the signal of the hydrophone starting from the
2nd min of the ultrasonic treatment. Gradually increasing the particle
concentration in the treated suspension from 0.0005 g/mL to 0.0030 g/
mL (Fig. 7, b-d) the delay of the cavitation activity detection was ob-
served. The value of 0.0030 g/mL was a critical concentration when we
could not detect the cavitation.

In the case of ethylene glycol–water mixtures with Mg particles we
could observe cavitation intensity only in the case of pure ethylene
glycol (Fig. 8 a). In other cases, (Fig. 8 b-d) the cavitation activity was
not detected during the whole period of the treatment of the suspen-
sion. We assume that for the used concentration of the Mg particles in
the suspension was critical to detect any transient cavitation activity in
ethylene glycol–water solutions. In the current position of the hydro-
phone there was no zone of active bubbles that could be detected by the
sensor. Here, the released hydrogen played a role in the processes of
bubble clusters or big bubbles formation near the zone of the hydro-
phone (in comparison with liquids without particles we could observe
the signal from the active cavitation bubbles (insets Fig. 8 b-d). Ad-
ditionally, the abovementioned oversaturation of the zone near detector
should be taken into account that the big bubbles formed from the
penetration of hydrogen gas inside the cavitating bubble can interrupt
the detection of the signal from the cavitating and collapsed bubbles.
Additional experiments confirmed that concentration of Mg particles is
essential for analysis of cavitation activity.

3.5. Position of the hydrophone under the sonotrode tip

Fig. 9 shows the obtained curves of changes in cavitation activity of
the Mg aqueous suspensions with the concentrations described in the
Section 3.1. The processes of the increase and decrease of the cavitation
activity in the cases of suspensions with more Mg particles content
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0.007 g/mL and 0.010 g/mL) were more pronounced in the current
position of the hydrophone. The processes can be described in the same
manner as in the case of another hydrophone position discussed above.

In the position of the hydrophone under the sonotrode tip in the
ethanol–water mixtures (Fig. 10) we investigated the difference in the
cavitation activity of pure liquids and with Mg particles. In the case of
suspensions with larger ethanol (pure ethanol and 80 vol%) content the
cavitation activity was very similar to that without the particles (Fig. 10
a, d). In the cases of the suspensions with a large water content (80 vol
% and 50 vol%) (Fig. 10 b, c) we could observe the broad maximums on
the cavitation curves whereas in the cases of liquids (insets Fig. 10) we
could observe the gradual reaching of the equilibrium state with time.

Thus, we can conclude that Mg particles strongly influenced the
development of the cavitation zone for ethanol and ethylene glycol
aqueous mixtures.

In the case of pure ethylene glycol (Fig. 11 a) the cavitation al-
teration was very similar to that without particles (inset Fig. 11 a). In
the cases of ethylene glycol–water mixtures (Fig. 11 b-d) we also de-
tected the maximum in the cavitation activity, analogous to those ob-
served in water. Moreover, with increasing the content of water in the
suspension the following tendency could be observed – the maximums
of the cavitation activity had the tendency to combine and form the
broad maximum of the cavitation intensity. With the increase of the
concentration of the released hydrogen the processes of active bubbles
formation and their growth into the bubbles of bigger size were likely to
occur in the continuous manner.

In addition, for the glycol–water based systems we could observe
the cavitation activity 1.5–2 times higher than for ethanol–water so-
lutions. For the explanation of this phenomenon another important
parameter discussed in [58,59] should be taken into account. Alcohols
and diols have different structure – namely, ethylene glycol has an extra
–OH group in its composition and additional ability to form hydrogen
bonds. Breaking the hydrogen bonds can be regarded as a rate-limiting
step in the process of vaporization of such liquids [60]. If liquid forms
more hydrogen bonds in its structure, then more energy will be needed
for evaporation and consequent transfer inside the bubble. From this
point of view, it is easier for ethanol to be evaporated from its solution
and participate in the bubble growth, participating in the mechanism of
the signal quenching.

3.6. Mechanism of cavitation bubbles evolution

The mechanism of the cavitation bubbles evolution and the mod-
ification of the metal particles can be presented as follows (Fig. 12).
Initially, when adding the particles to the aqueous medium, the reac-
tion between magnesium and water occurs. The metal surface is being
oxidized and, finally, magnesium hydroxide is formed. Another product
of the reaction includes hydrogen. These particles serve as a platform
for the heterogeneous bubble nucleation. Afterwards, the cavitation
nuclei grow in the presence of the released hydrogen bubbles and lead
to the formation of small cavitation bubbles. The subsequent growth of
the produced small bubbles by several mechanisms leads to the for-
mation of big bubbles (described above). When reaching critical size,
the bubbles collapse, producing shock waves, microjets and reactive
oxygen species (ROS) that modify the surface of the treated material. In
the cases of non-aqueous media [61–65], the decomposition of ethanol
and ethylene glycol include the formation of H·, C2H5O· and C2H5O2·
radicals being the quenchers of the OH radicals.

To sum up, in the case of ultrasonic Mg treatment, the physico-
chemical processes include sonolysis of the dispersed medium, ac-
celerated or inhibited oxidation of the metal basis with the simulta-
neous formation of magnesium hydride.

4. Conclusions

Evolution of cavitation activity bubbles during ultrasonic treatment

of magnesium suspensions has been investigated. When studying the
alteration of the transient cavitation during the modification of the
material, it was investigated that the cavitation intensity can influence
the properties of the modified magnesium particles (surface mor-
phology, phase composition) and the products of sonochemical treat-
ment of magnesium (particularly, released hydrogen gas) can influence
the cavitation bubbles development. Generally, it is possible to distin-
guish the following stages of cavitation activity alteration: initially, the
cavitation zone was oversaturated by gas bubbles with the sizes much
larger than the resonant at an applied frequency, and the high volume
concentrations of such big bubbles represents the difficulty to cavitating
bubble formation. In the moment of switching the ultrasound on, the
degassing of the liquid led to the removal of such bubbles and facilitate
the process of real cavitating bubbles formation. The stage of decrease
in cavitation activity can be associated with acceleration of hydrogen
production and creating the conditions for active bubble–bubble in-
teractions, and bubble collapse. The stage of reaching the plateau value
can be related with the stabilization of the processes of bubbles for-
mation/destruction.

Besides the fundamental understanding of cavitation processes, this
work raises a question of the reactive gas bubbles formation for trig-
gering novel nanostructured functional materials, here, for hydrogen
storage. The sonochemical treatment in aqueous medium led to the
formation of magnesium hydroxide and magnesium hydride.
Particularly, the formation of brucite (Mg(OH)2) resulted from the in-
tensive oxidation of the metal substrate, whereas magnesium hydride
was a confirmation of the possibility to bind hydrogen in the conditions
of bubble collapse. In organic media (ethanol, ethylene glycol) the
suppression of the brucite formation has been observed. Analysis of
cavitation activity in organic-water mixtures confirmed that hydrogen
gas in situ evolved from the ultrasonic modification of the material
strongly influenced the cavitation bubbles behavior.
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